LCC 2014 NEWSLETTER

LINDSAY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW FOR SEPTEMBER:
COMMUNION PREPARATION: Polly Hembree
SEPTEMBER DONUTS: Senior Sunday School Class
GOLDEN ACHIEVERS: Thursday, September 4 at 12 o'clock in Memory Hall
WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Sunday, September 14 at 8:30 A.M.
REVEALING SECRET ANGELS!
CHURCH BOARD MEETING: September 21 following Worship Service
CONGREGATIONAL MEETING: September 28 immediately after Worship Service
CONGREGATIONAL MEETING: Our yearly congregational meeting will be held
Sunday, September 28 immediately after Worship Service. Please plan to be there
and stay to take part in the important business of the church. Members will be
receiving their ballots soon.
GOLDEN ACHIEVERS: We will meet in Memory Hall Thursday, September 4 at
noon for Pot Luck and Fellowship. The Seniors of the church and Friends are
invited to attend this fun time to get to know one another better. When we met
on August 7 we sang Happy Anniversary to Don & Mary Ann who celebrated
August 18. Stories and jokes were shared by Paul, Roberta, Janice and Hazel. The
gift drawings were won by: Doris, Dorothy J, Sam, Janice, Kathy, and Mary Ann.
The potluck was delicious as usual!
NEW SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASSES: Beginning September 7, 2014, we will have a
new YOUNG ADULT class for those between ages 20 and 30 years old. They will
meet upstairs in Pastor Paul's office for Sunday School at 9:30 A.M. Class starts at
9:45 A.M. See below for more exciting info on the addition of this new class.

Both Senior Classes will combine in class room number 4. Debbie Landers will be
the teacher! Please see this as a time of true service as we fill the need of a young
adult’s class. Be in prayer that both classes are a success and that we as a church
body continue to work towards a goal growing closer to God. Support, support,
support!!!
WCF: The WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP would like to encourage all the
women of the church to attend their first meeting of the year to be held Sunday,
September 14 at 8:30 A.M. in class room #4. We will be making plans for the year
and many functions sponsored by the WCF. We will also be REVEALING our
SECRET ANGELS. The WCF is still collecting BOX TOPS for education. There is a
box in the vestibule for your clipped box tops.
VCC UPDATE: Valley Christian Community has two apartments soon to be
available to Christian Seniors over the age of 55. One of our residents went to
Lindsay Gardens to live and we were left with an apartment full of her furniture.
We are making upgrades and painting at this time and expect to have both
apartments ready by October 1 or sooner. Please call Hazel McQueen at 562-3623
for prices. We have both a one bedroom and a two bedroom, two bath
apartment. Our volunteers for the Thrift Store at VCC are all working hard to
make the store clean and attractive for our customers. The volunteers are terrific
and work very well together! Thank you to Marilyn H, Sandy, Marylls, Mary Ann,
Debbie O, Diane, Carl and others!
THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW: Most of our young people have started back to
school! Fall is surely coming soon... AJ Demerath has begun college at UC Irvine.
Pastor Paul and Luana are practicing moving! Their well went dry and they moved
to a house across the street for 45 days or until their mobile home is ready just
west of where they moved so they can move again! They and Ted and Debbie
Owens have been affected by the drought by having their domestic wells go dry.
Patti and Bob Opp have been home in Lindsay for two months. They will be
returning to the desert this week for the winter “snow bird” season where Patti
works in the office at an RV Park.
PASTORS CORNER: THE ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE --- In the Beginning
Astronomers have discovered what they believe to be the original building blocks
of the universe: slight ripples of matter spread throughout space. They say it

confirms the big bang theory. The scientist who made the discovery said, "It's like
looking at God." Astronomy students at one university pinned up a cosmic map
and wrote across it, "Behold the Face of God." Well, that's going a bit too far. Yet
it's true that the big bang theory has demolished one of the most potent
arguments against faith in God. For centuries, most scientists believed the
universe was eternal. They argued that there was never a time when matter
didn't exist, and hence there is no need for a God to create it. But the big bang
changed all that. Matter is not eternal after all, the theory says. It had a definite
beginning. And if the universe had a beginning, then it is logically respectable
again to ask what or Who set it going. Astronomy has cracked the door open to a
Creator. And yet, all is not well with the big bang. For many astronomers, the big
bang is the first step in a theory of cosmic evolution, aimed at explaining the
origin of stars and galaxies and everything else in the universe by purely natural
causes. God may have lit the fuse on the primal explosion, say evolutionists, but
after that natural laws took over. But exactly which laws are they talking about?
Are there natural processes that can build a cosmos out of a gas cloud? That can
create order from random atoms? If we look at the cosmic processes at work
today, we see exactly the opposite: processes of disorder and dissolution. When
we tum our telescopes on the skies, we see that stars and galaxies are constantly
losing mass, constantly using up energy. Sometimes stars even blow themselves
up in violent explosions. A supernova is a star blowing itself up. Chicken Little was
not far mistaken: The sky is falling apart. So where are the natural processes that
supposedly created the universe? If we stick to actual observations-and, after all,
science is supposed to be based on observation-we don't see the universe
building itself up. We see it running down. And if the universe is running down,
then it's logical to think that at some time it was "wound up." At some time the
stellar fires were lit, the planets were set in their orbits. Creationists believe there
were two distinct phases: a period of creation, in which the cosmos was "wound
up," and a period of operation, in which it is winding down. It's a scientific version
of the doctrines of divine creation and divine providence. So the next time you
read sensational headlines about the big bang theory, be ready to ask some tough
questions. Where's the evidence that the universe can create itself? Where do we
see it happening today? The truth is, there is no evidence. The idea that the
universe is self-creating is pure faith. As Christians, we don't ever have to be
apologetic about having faith. Everyone does. What we ought to be showing
people is that our faith fits the facts.

FALLING IN LOVE WITH JESUS….AGAIN is what the young adults class will be
discussing beginning September 7, 2014. The class is being taught by Pastor Paul
who will be teaching on the book of Matthew. Please encourage any and all
young adults to attend this class. This is such an opportunity for them to grow in
Christ and live Christ centered lives in a contemporary culture. Praise God!
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It is interesting to see what people are looking for at the website. The Top hit
is Looking for Encouragement then the Road to National Recovery. The
website also shows our ministry is more than just what goes on in our
building. The weekly articles are in 2 newspapers, 1 on Wednesday and the
other 1 on Saturday. Clicking the articles above (Ctrl+click) will take you to
the website and full article. Pastor Paul Leavens reporting from Church
Website August 2014. Enjoy!
September Birthdays

Serving in September

9/2 – Carol Domres
9/9 – Paul Leavens
9/13 – Debi Owens
9/17 – Code Bradford
9/19 – Sam Hurtado
9/20 – Wayne Bradford
9/23 – Ernie Casey and Art Hembree
9/30 – Curina Lane

COMMUNION
9/7 Bill Dragt
9/14 Mike Domres
9/21 James Johnson
9/28 Paul Leavens

OFFERING
Mike Domres
James Johnson
Paul Leavens
Sam Hurtado

Anniversaries
9/2 – Arthur and Eileen Demerath
9/20 – Carl and Sandy Hawley
9/21 – Tony and Michelle Farias
9/26 – Joe and Jill Mehciz
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